Minsk Echoes Vinyl
+ Live Dates
Nothing rests, everything moves, everything vibrates

Bird Dialect is pleased to announce the longawaited return of the psychedelic metal juggernaut known as Minsk. Having recently marked its
10th anniversary, the band is once again moving
forward after an extended hiatus, finishing up
some old business and moving on to the new.
First on the agenda is the vinyl release of With
Echoes In The Movement Of Stone, the band’s
2009 album on Relapse, never before pressed to
wax. Listen to this sprawling opus the way it was
intended to be heard: on vinyl, housed in a beautiful gatefold package.
The vinyl release of With Echoes will be followed
by a string of live dates in July 2013: Peoria, Little
Rock, Nashville, Milwaukee and Chicago. In
addition, the band has a cache of new material up
its sleeve, destined for future release. Stay tuned.

From the fortress to the river, arisen
Over plains and mountains
To the redwoods, the ocean, ENDURE.
Through turmoil and turbulence
Distance and time
For the wounded, recover, OVERCOME.
Still waters deceive
Enlisted, we dance
The fire burns, but hidden.
The promised land of prophecy was purgatory, too.
We convulsed and beat the earth.
Now the work and the world become one.
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Renewed over myth, we forget what we know
Reborn, and grateful for the scars of battle
Sound the alarm, this city of truth to discover.
All rise, let us tremble
For the day is nigh at hand
We shall
CARRY ON.
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Minsk has been cultivating sonic exploration and spiritual outpourings since 2002.
Christopher Bennett, Timothy Mead, Sanford Parker, Aaron Austin, Ryan Thomas, Zachary Livingston
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